
Scott Day-Vee 

Wedding Music Production 

The Fig Tree 
 

As an experienced and renowned wedding musician Scott has a wealth of 

knowledge when it comes to fitting a performance schedule around the desires of a 

bride and groom and needs of the venue coordinator.  As the pinnacle wedding 

venue in Byron Bay, The Fig Tree offers a unique, unprecedented wedding experience 

where the transitions of ceremony under the fig tree to canapes and dinner music by 

the pool are accompanied by the glorious vista of the Byron Bay coastline.  Add to 

this an exclusive performance by one of Scott Day-Vee’s acts and your own private 

DJ to mix your own selection of tracks. 

 

Package 1 

Ceremony with Scott Day-Vee solo - Entrance, Signing and Recessional only 

Canapes with Scott Day-Vee Solo - 2 x 45 min sets by the pool (usually from 4 till 6) 

 

All-inclusive price - $550 

 

Package 2 

Ceremony with Scott Day-Vee solo - Entrance, Signing and Recessional only 

Canapes with Scott Day-Vee Solo - 2 x 45 min sets by the pool (usually from 4 till 6) 

Dinner – Pre organised playlist of your choice to be played through in-house PA. 

Dancing – First Dance and remainder of reception with Scott Day-Vee as your DJ. 

- All lighting and sound DJ equipment provided by Scott 
- Choose the songs you want to hear 

 

All-inclusive price - $1210 

 

 

 

 



Package 3 

Ceremony with Scott Day-Vee (Solo) - Entrance, Signing and Recessional only 

Canapes with DU’East (Acoustic Duo) – 2 x 45 min sets by the pool (usually from 4 till 6) 

Dinner – Pre organised playlist of your choice to be played through in-house PA. 

Dancing - First Dance and remainder of reception with Scott Day-Vee as your DJ. 

- All lighting and sound DJ equipment provided by Scott 
- Choose the songs you want to hear 

All-inclusive price - $1650 

 

Package 4 

Ceremony with Scott Day-Vee (Solo) - Entrance, Signing and Recessional only 

Canapes with Musique de Diner (Jazz Trio) or East Moon (acoustic Trio) - 2 x 45 min sets by the pool 

(usually from 4 till 6) 

Microphone provided for speeches and B&G’s entrance song cued 

Dinner –pre organised playlist of your choice to be played through in house PA. 

Dancing - First Dance and remainder of reception with Scott Day-Vee as your DJ. 

-  lighting and DJ equipment provided by Scott 

- Choose the songs you want to hear 

All-inclusive price - $2200 

 

 

Package 5 

Ceremony with String and Bow (Violin and Guitar) - Entrance, Signing and Recessional only 

Canapes with String and Bow - 2 x 45 min sets by the pool (usually from 4 till 6) 

Microphone provided for speeches and B&G’s entrance song cued. 

Dinner – Pre organised playlist of your choice to be played through Scott’s PA. 

Dancing - First Dance and remainder of reception with Scott Day-Vee as your DJ. 

- All lighting and sound equipment provided by Scott 

- Choose the songs you want to hear 

All-inclusive price - $2750 

*** This package only available on request of availability for Maddy Boud (violin) 


